6.0-7.0
Don't Let Them
Clinton, Chelsea
6.1
Disappear: 12
Endangered
Species Across the
Globe
Did you know that blue whales are the largest animals in the
world? Or that sea otters wash their paws after every meal?
The world is filled with millions of animal species, and all of
them are unique and special. Many are on the path to
extinction.
In this book, Chelsea Clinton introduces young readers to a
selection of endangered animals, sharing what makes them
special, and also what threatens them. Taking readers through
the course of a day, Don't Let Them Disappear talks about
rhinos, tigers, whales, pandas and more, and provides helpful
tips on what we all can do to help prevent these animals from
disappearing from our world entirely.
With warm and engaging art by Gianna Marino, this book is
the perfect read for animal-lovers and anyone who cares
about our planet.
Ahsoka
Johnston, E.K.
6.2
Fans have long wondered what happened to Ahsoka after she
left the Jedi Order near the end of the Clone Wars, and before
she re-appeared as the mysterious Rebel operative Fulcrum in
Rebels. Finally, her story will begin to be told. Following her
experiences with the Jedi and the devastation of Order 66,
Ahsoka is unsure she can be part of a larger whole ever again.
But her desire to fight the evils of the Empire and protect
those who need it will lead her right to Bail Organa, and the
Rebel Alliance....

Supernova
Meyer, Marissa
All's fair in love and anarchy...

6.3

Supernova, the epic conclusion to New York Times bestselling
author Marissa Meyer's thrilling Renegades Trilogy finds Nova
and Adrian struggling to keep their secret identities concealed
while the battle rages on between their alter egos, their allies,
and their greatest fears come to life. Secrets, lies, and
betrayals are revealed as anarchy once again threatens to
reclaim Gatlon City.

Archenemies
Meyer, Marissa
Time is running out.
Together, they can save the world.
But they each other's worst nightmare.

6.3

Nova's double life is about to get a lot more complicated:

As Insomnia, she is a full-fledged member of the Renegades, a
syndicate of powerful and beloved superheroes. She works
with Adrian's patrol unit to protect the weak and maintain
order in Gatlon City.

As Nightmare, she is an Anarchist - a group of of villains who
are determined to destroy the Renegades. Nova wants
vengeance against the so-called heroes who once failed her
when she needed them most.

But as Nova, her feelings for Adrian are deepening, despite the
fact that he is the son of her sworn enemies and,
unbeknownst to Nova, he has some dangerous secrets of his
own.

The Silence
Gervais, Alison
6.3
Between Us
Deaf teen Maya moves across the country and must attend a
hearing school for the first time. As if that wasn't hard enough,
she also has to adjust to the hearing culture, which she finds
frustrating—and also surprising when some classmates,
including Beau Watson, take time to learn ASL. As Maya looks
past graduation and focuses on her future dreams, nothing,
not even an unexpected romance, will not derail her pursuits.
But when people in her life—Deaf and hearing alike—ask her
to question parts of her Deaf identity, Maya stands proudly,
never giving in to the idea that her Deafness is a disadvantage.

This Promise of
Boyce, Jo Ann
6.3
Change: One Girl's Allen
Story in the Fight
for School Equality
In 1956, one year before federal troops escorted the Little
Rock 9 into Central High School, fourteen year old Jo Ann Allen
was one of twelve African-American students who broke the
color barrier and integrated Clinton High School in Tennessee.
At first things went smoothly for the Clinton 12, but then
outside agitators interfered, pitting the townspeople against
one another. Uneasiness turned into anger, and even the
Clinton Twelve themselves wondered if the easier thing to do
would be to go back to their old school. Jo Ann—clear-eyed,
practical, tolerant, and popular among both black and white
students—-found herself called on as the spokesperson of the
group. But what about just being a regular teen? This is the
heartbreaking and relatable story of her four months thrust
into the national spotlight and as a trailblazer in history. Based
on original research and interviews and featuring backmatter
with archival materials and notes from the authors on the cowriting process.

Infinite Hope: A
Bryan, Ashley
6.6
Black Artist's
Journey from
World War II
In May of 1942, at the age of eighteen, Ashley Bryan was
drafted to fight in World War II. For the next three years, he
would face the horrors of war as a black soldier in a
segregated army.
He endured the terrible lies white officers told about the black
soldiers to isolate them from anyone who showed kindness—
including each other. He received worse treatment than even
Nazi POWs. He was assigned the grimmest, most horrific tasks,
like burying fallen soldiers...but was told to remove the black
soldiers first because the media didn't want them in their
newsreels. And he waited and wanted so desperately to go
home, watching every white soldier get safe passage back to
the United States before black soldiers were even a thought.
For the next forty years, Ashley would keep his time in the war
a secret. But now, he tells his story.
American Royals
McGee, Katharine
6.2
Two princesses vying for the ultimate crown.
Two girls vying for the prince's heart.
This is the story of the American royals.
When America won the Revolutionary War, its people offered
General George Washington a crown. Two and a half centuries
later, the House of Washington still sits on the throne. Like
most royal families, the Washingtons have an heir and a spare.
A future monarch and a backup battery. Each child knows
exactly what is expected of them. But these aren't just any
royals. They're American.
As Princess Beatrice gets closer to becoming America's first
queen regnant, the duty she has embraced her entire life
suddenly feels stifling. Nobody cares about the spare except
when she's breaking the rules, so Princess Samantha doesn't
care much about anything, either . . . except the one boy who
is distinctly off-limits to her. And then there's Samantha's
twin, Prince Jefferson. If he'd been born a generation earlier,
he would have stood first in line for the throne, but the new
laws of succession make him third. Most of America adores
their devastatingly handsome prince . . . but two very different
girls are vying to capture his heart.

A Tale of Magic
Colfer, Chris
6.3
When Brystal Evergreen stumbles across a secret section of
the library, she discovers a book that introduces her to a world
beyond her imagination and learns the impossible: She is a
fairy capable of magic! But in the oppressive Southern
Kingdom, women are forbidden from reading and magic is
outlawed, so Brystal is swiftly convicted of her crimes and sent
to the miserable Bootstrap Correctional Facility.

But with the help of the mysterious Madame Weatherberry,
Brystal is whisked away and enrolled in an academy of magic!
Adventure comes with a price, however, and when Madame
Weatherberry is called away to attend to an important
problem she doesn't return.

Do Brystal and her classmates have what it takes to stop a
sinister plot that risks the fate of the world, and magic,
forever?

These Rebel Waves Raasch, Sara
6.0
Adeluna is a soldier. Five years ago, she helped the magic-rich
island of Grace Loray overthrow its oppressor, Agrid, a country
ruled by religion.
But adjusting to postwar life has not been easy. When an
Argridian delegate vanishes during peace talks with Grace
Loray's new Council, Argrid demands brutal justice—but Lu
suspects something dangerous is at work.
Devereux is a pirate. As one of the stream raiders who run
rampant on Grace Loray, he scavenges the island's magic
plants and sells them on the black market. But after Argrid
accuses raiders of the diplomat's abduction, Vex becomes a
target. An expert navigator, he agrees to help Lu find the
Argridian—but the truth they uncover could be deadlier than
any war.
Benat is a heretic. The crown prince of Argrid, he harbors a
secret obsession with Grace Loray's forbidden magic. When
Ben's father, the king, gives him the shocking task of reversing
Argrid's fear of magic, Ben has to decide if one prince can
change a devout country—or if he's building his own pyre.
As conspiracies arise, Lu, Vex, and Ben will have to decide who
they really are . . . and what they are willing to become for
peace.

The Beautiful
Ahdieh, Renée
6.2
In 1872, New Orleans is a city ruled by the dead. But to
seventeen-year-old Celine Rousseau, New Orleans is a safe
haven after she's forced to flee her life as a dressmaker in
Paris. Taken in by the sisters of the Ursuline convent in the
middle of the carnival season, Celine is quickly enraptured by
the vibrant city, from its music to its fancy soirées and even its
danger. She becomes embroiled in the city's glitzy underworld,
known as La Cour des Lions, after catching the eye of the
group's enigmatic leader, Sébastien Saint Germain.
When the body of one of the girls from the convent is found in
Sébastien's own lair—the second dead girl to turn up in recent
weeks—Celine battles her attraction to Sébastien and
suspicions about his guilt along with the shame of her own
horrible secret.
After a third murder, New Orleans becomes gripped by the
terror of a serial killer on the loose—one who has now set
Celine in his sights. As the murderer stalks her, Celine finally
takes matters into her own hands, only to find herself caught
in the midst of an age-old feud between the darkest creatures
of the night, where the price of forbidden love is her life.
At once a sultry romance and a decadent, thrilling mystery,
master storyteller Renée Ahdieh embarks on her most potent
fantasy series yet.

I Have the Right
Prout, Chessy
6.4
To: A High School
Survivor's Story of
Sexual Assault,
Justice, and Hope
The numbers are staggering: nearly one in five girls ages
fourteen to seventeen have been the victim of a sexual assault
or attempted sexual assault. This is the true story of one of
those girls.
In 2014, Chessy Prout was a freshman at St. Paul's School, a
prestigious boarding school in New Hampshire, when a senior
boy sexually assaulted her as part of a ritualized game of
conquest. Chessy bravely reported her assault to the police
and testified against her attacker in court. Then, in the face of
unexpected backlash from her once-trusted school
community, she shed her anonymity to help other survivors
find their voice.
This memoir is more than an account of a horrific event. It
takes a magnifying glass to the institutions that turn a blind
eye to such behavior and a society that blames victims rather
than perpetrators. Chessy's story offers real, powerful
solutions to upend rape culture as we know it today. Prepare
to be inspired by this remarkable young woman and her story
of survival, advocacy, and hope in the face of unspeakable
trauma.
The Amber
Pullman, Philip
6.7
Spyglass
Throughout the worlds, the forces of both heaven and hell are
mustering to take part in Lord Asriel's audacious rebellion.
Each player in this epic drama has a role to play—and a
sacrifice to make. Witches, angels, spies, assassins, tempters,
and pretenders, no one will remain unscathed.
Lyra and Will have the most dangerous task of all. They must
journey to a gray-lit world where no living soul has ever gone
and from which there is no escape.
As war rages and Dust drains from the sky, the fate of the
living—and the dead—comes to depend on Lyra and Will. On
the choices they make in love, and for love, forevermore.

The Farthest Shore Le Guin, Ursula K.
6.1
In this third book in the Earthsea series, darkness threatens to
overtake Earthsea: The world and its wizards are losing their
magic. But Ged Sparrohawk--Archmage, wizard, and
dragonlord--is determined to discover the source of this
devastating loss.
Aided by Enlad's young Prince Arren, Ged embarks on a
treacherous journey that will test their strength and will.
Because to restore magic, the two warriors must venture to
the farthest reaches of their world--and even beyond the
realm of death.
With millions of copies sold worldwide, Ursula K. Le Guin's
Earthsea Cycle has earned a treasured place on the shelves of
fantasy lovers everywhere, alongside the works of such
beloved authors as J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis.
Finale: A Caraval
Garber, Stephanie 6.1
Novel
A love worth fighting for. A dream worth dying for. An ending
worth waiting for.

It's been two months since the Fates were freed from a deck
of cards, two months since Legend claimed the throne for his
own, and two months since Tella discovered the boy she fell in
love with doesn't really exist.
With lives, empires, and hearts hanging in the balance, Tella
must decide if she's going to trust Legend or a former enemy.
After uncovering a secret that upends her life, Scarlett will
need to do the impossible. And Legend has a choice to make
that will forever change and define him.
Caraval is over, but perhaps the greatest game of all has
begun. There are no spectators this time: only those who will
win, and those who will lose everything.
Welcome, welcome to Finale. All games must come to an
end...

Dear America: The Vargas, Jose
6.9
Story of an
Antonio
Undocumented
Citizen (Young
Readers' Edition)
"This is not a book about the politics of immigration. This
book––at its core––is not about immigration at all. This book is
about homelessness, not in a traditional sense, but in the
unsettled, unmoored psychological state that undocumented
immigrants like myself find ourselves in. This book is about
lying and being forced to lie to get by; about passing as an
American and as a contributing citizen; about families, keeping
them together, and having to make new ones when you can't.
This book is about constantly hiding from the government
and, in the process, hiding from ourselves. This book is about
what it means to not have a home.
After 25 years of living illegally in a country that does not
consider me one of its own, this book is the closest thing I
have to freedom."

The Dazzling
McGee, Katharine
6.3
Heights
New York, 2118. Manhattan is home to a thousand-story
supertower, a breathtaking marvel that touches the sky. But
amidst high-tech luxury and futuristic glamour, five teenagers
are keeping dangerous secrets...
LEDA is haunted by memories of what happened on the worst
night of her life. She'll do anything to make sure the truth
stays hidden—even if it means trusting her enemy.
WATT just wants to put everything behind him...until Leda
forces him to start hacking again. Will he do what it takes to
be free of her for good?
When RYLIN wins a scholarship to an upper-floor school, her
life transforms overnight. But being there means seeing the
boy whose heart she broke, and who broke hers in return.
AVERY is tormented by her love for the one person in the
world she can never have. She's desperate to be with him... no
matter the cost.
And then there's CALLIOPE, the mysterious, bohemian beauty
who arrives in New York determined to cause a stir. And she
knows exactly where to begin.
But unbeknownst to them all, someone is watching their every
move, someone with revenge in mind. And in a world of such
dazzling heights, just one wrong step can mean a devastating
fall.

An Absolutely
Green, Hank
Remarkable Thing
The Carls just appeared.

6.2

Roaming through New York City at three a.m., twenty-threeyear-old April May stumbles across a giant sculpture.
Delighted by its appearance and craftsmanship—like a tenfoot-tall Transformer wearing a suit of samurai armor—April
and her best friend, Andy, make a video with it, which Andy
uploads to YouTube. The next day, April wakes up to a viral
video and a new life. News quickly spreads that there are Carls
in dozens of cities around the world—from Beijing to Buenos
Aires—and April, as their first documentarian, finds herself at
the center of an intense international media spotlight.
Seizing the opportunity to make her mark on the world, April
now has to deal with the consequences her new particular
brand of fame has on her relationships, her safety, and her
own identity. And all eyes are on April to figure out not just
what the Carls are, but what they want from us.
The 57 Bus: A True Slater, Dashka
6.5
Story of Two
Teenagers and the
Crime That
Changed Their
Lives
One teenager in a skirt.
One teenager with a lighter.
One moment that changes both of their lives forever.
If it weren't for the 57 bus, Sasha and Richard never would
have met. Both were high school students from Oakland,
California, one of the most diverse cities in the country, but
they inhabited different worlds. Sasha, a white teen, lived in
the middle-class foothills and attended a small private school.
Richard, a black teen, lived in the crime-plagued flatlands and
attended a large public one. Each day, their paths overlapped
for a mere eight minutes. But one afternoon on the bus ride
home from school, a single reckless act left Sasha severely
burned, and Richard charged with two hate crimes and facing
life imprisonment.

The Fork, the
Paolini,
6.5
Witch, and the
Christopher
Worm
A wanderer and a cursed child. Spells and magic. And dragons,
of course. Welcome back to the world of Alagaësia.
It's been a year since Eragon departed Alagaësia in search of
the perfect home to train a new generation of Dragon Riders.
Now he is struggling with an endless sea of tasks: constructing
a vast dragonhold, wrangling with suppliers, guarding dragon
eggs, and dealing with belligerent Urgals and haughty elves.
Then a vision from the Eldunarí, unexpected visitors, and an
exciting Urgal legend offer a much-needed distraction and a
new perspective.
This volume features three original stories set in Alagaësia,
interspersed with scenes from Eragon's own unfolding
adventure. Included is an excerpt from the memoir of the
unforgettable witch and fortune-teller Angela the herbalist . . .
penned by Angela Paolini, the inspiration for the character,
herself!
Library on Wheels: Glenn, Sharlee
6.3
Mary Lemist
Titcomb and
America's First
Bookmobile
If you can't bring the man to the books, bring the books to the
man.
Mary Lemist Titcomb (1852–1932) was always looking for
ways to improve her library. As librarian at the Washington
County Free Library in Maryland, Titcomb was concerned that
the library was not reaching all the people it could. She was
determined that everyone should have access to the library—
not just adults and those who lived in town. Realizing its
limitations and inability to reach the county's 25,000 rural
residents, including farmers and their families, Titcomb set
about to change the library system forever with the
introduction of book-deposit stations throughout the country,
a children's room in the library, and her most revolutionary
idea of all—a horse-drawn Book Wagon. Soon book wagons
were appearing in other parts of the country, and by 1922, the
book wagon idea had received widespread support. The
bookmobile was born!

The Miseducation
Danforth, Emily M. 6.6
of Cameron Post
The Miseducation of Cameron Post is a stunning and
provocative literary debut that was named to numerous best
of the year lists.
When Cameron Post's parents die suddenly in a car crash, her
shocking first thought is relief. Relief they'll never know that,
hours earlier, she had been kissing a girl.
But that relief doesn't last, and Cam is forced to move in with
her conservative aunt Ruth and her well-intentioned but
hopelessly old-fashioned grandmother. She knows that from
this point on, her life will forever be different. Survival in Miles
City, Montana, means blending in and leaving well enough
alone, and Cam becomes an expert at both.
Then Coley Talor moves to town. Beautiful, pickup-driving
Coley is a perfect cowgirl with the perfect boyfriend to match.
She and Cam forge an unexpected and intense friendship, one
that seems to leave room for something more to emerge. But
just as that starts to seem like a real possibility, Aunt Ruth
takes drastic action to "fix" her niece, bringing Cam face-toface with the cost of denying her true self—even if she's not
quite sure who that is.
Tess of the Road
Hartman, Rachel
6.4
In the medieval kingdom of Goredd, women are expected to
be ladies, men are their protectors, and dragons can be
whomever they choose. Tess is none of these things. Tess is. . .
different. She speaks out of turn, has wild ideas, and can't
seem to keep out of trouble. Then Tess goes too far. What
she's done is so disgraceful, she can't even allow herself to
think of it. Unfortunately, the past cannot be ignored. So
Tess's family decide the only path for her is a nunnery.
But on the day she is to join the nuns, Tess chooses a different
path for herself. She cuts her hair, pulls on her boots, and sets
out on a journey. She's not running away, she's running
towards something. What that something is, she doesn't
know. Tess just knows that the open road is a map to
somewhere else—a life where she might belong.
Returning to the spellbinding world of the Southlands she
created in the award-winning, New York Times bestselling
novel Seraphina, Rachel Hartman explores self-reliance and
redemption in this wholly original fantasy.

Every Breath
Sparks, Nicholas
6.2
Hope Anderson is at a crossroads. At thirty-six, she's been
dating her boyfriend, an orthopedic surgeon, for six years.
With no wedding plans in sight, and her father recently
diagnosed with ALS, she decides to use a week at her family's
cottage in Sunset Beach, North Carolina, to ready the house
for sale and mull over some difficult decisions about her
future.

Tru Walls has never visited North Carolina but is summoned to
Sunset Beach by a letter from a man claiming to be his father.
A safari guide, born and raised in Zimbabwe, Tru hopes to
unravel some of the mysteries surrounding his mother's early
life and recapture memories lost with her death. When the
two strangers cross paths, their connection is as electric as it is
unfathomable . . . but in the immersive days that follow, their
feelings for each other will give way to choices that pit family
duty against personal happiness in devastating ways.
Fly Girls: How Five O'Brien, Keith
6.4
Daring Women
Defied All Odds
and Made Aviation
History: Young
Readers' Edition
Between the world wars, no sport was more popular, or more
dangerous, than airplane racing. While male pilots were
lauded as heroes, the few women who dared to fly were more
often ridiculed—until a cadre of women pilots banded
together to break through the entrenched prejudice.
Fly Girls weaves together the stories of five remarkable
women: Florence Klingensmith, a high school dropout from
Fargo, North Dakota; Ruth Elder, an Alabama divorcée; Amelia
Earhart, the most famous, but not necessarily the most skilled;
Ruth Nichols, who chafed at her blue blood family's
expectations; and Louise Thaden, the young mother of two
who got her start selling coal in Wichita. Together, they fought
for the chance to fly and race airplanes—and in 1936, one of
them would triumph, beating the men in the toughest air race
of them all.

Finding Gobi: A
Leonard, Dion
6.3
Little Dog with a
Very Big Heart
Finding Gobi is the miraculous tale of Dion Leonard, a
seasoned ultramarathon runner who crosses paths with a
stray dog while competing in a 155-mile race through the Gobi
Desert in China. The lovable pup, who would later earn the
name Gobi, went step for step with Dion over the Tian Shan
Mountains and across massive sand dunes, keeping pace with
him for 77 miles.
As Dion witnessed the incredible determination and heart of
this small animal, he found his own heart undergoing a change
as well. Whereas in the past these races were all about
winning and being the best, his goal now was to make sure he
and Gobi's friendship continued well after the finish line.
However, before he could take her home, Gobi went missing
in the sprawling Chinese city where she was being kept. Dion,
with the help of strangers and a viral outpouring of assistance
on the internet, set out to track her down, and reunite with
the dog that changed his life.

Dread Nation
Ireland, Justina
6.0
At once provocative, terrifying, and darkly subversive, Dread
Nation is Justina Ireland's stunning vision of an America both
foreign and familiar—a country on the brink, at the explosive
crossroads where race, humanity, and survival meet.
Jane McKeene was born two days before the dead began to
walk the battlefields of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania—derailing
the War Between the States and changing the nation forever.
In this new America, safety for all depends on the work of a
few, and laws like the Native and Negro Education Act require
certain children attend combat schools to learn to put down
the dead.
But there are also opportunities—and Jane is studying to
become an Attendant, trained in both weaponry and etiquette
to protect the well-to-do. It's a chance for a better life for
Negro girls like Jane. After all, not even being the daughter of
a wealthy white Southern woman could save her from
society's expectations.
But that's not a life Jane wants. Almost finished with her
education at Miss Preston's School of Combat in Baltimore,
Jane is set on returning to her Kentucky home and doesn't pay
much mind to the politics of the eastern cities, with their talk
of returning America to the glory of its days before the dead
rose.
But when families around Baltimore County begin to go
missing, Jane is caught in the middle of a conspiracy, one that
finds her in a desperate fight for her life against some
powerful enemies.
And the restless dead, it would seem, are the least of her
problems.

Snow Like Ashes
Raasch, Sara
6.0
Sixteen years ago the Kingdom of Winter was conquered and
its citizens enslaved, leaving them without magic or a
monarch. Now the Winterians' only hope for freedom is the
eight survivors who managed to escape, and who have been
waiting for the opportunity to steal back Winter's magic and
rebuild the kingdom ever since.
Orphaned as an infant during Winter's defeat, Meira has lived
her whole life as a refugee. Training to be a warrior—and
desperately in love with her best friend, Winter's future king—
she would do anything to help Winter rise to power again.
So when scouts discover the location of the ancient locket that
can restore Winter's magic, Meira decides to go after it
herself—only to find herself thrust into a world of evil magic
and dangerous politics—and ultimately comes to realize that
her destiny is not, never has been, her own.
Truthwitch
Dennard, Susan
6.1
On a continent ruled by three empires, everyone is born with
a "witchery," a magical skill that sets them apart from others.
Now, as the Twenty Year Truce in a centuries long war is about
to end, the balance of power-and the failing health of all
magic-will fall on the shoulders of a mythical pair called the
Cahr Awen.
The biggest thing on Safi and Noelle's minds is saving money
for their planned future in the Hundred Isles. Noelle, a
Threadwitch, can see the emotional Threads binding the
world. Safi, on the other hand, is a Truthwitch-she always
knows when a person is telling a lie. A powerful magic like that
is something people would kill to have on their side-or to keep
off their enemy's side-and so Safi cannot even admit what she
truly is.
With the help of the cunning Prince Merik (a Windwitch and
privateer) and the hindrance of a Bloodwitch bent on revenge,
the friends must rise above their doubts and fight to learn
who they are and what they are made of, if they are going to
stay alive and preserve the balance of their world.

The Language of
Bardugo, Leigh
6.3
Thorns: Midnight
Tales and
Dangerous Magic
Love speaks in flowers. Truth requires thorns.
Travel to a world of dark bargains struck by moonlight, of
haunted towns and hungry woods, of talking beasts and
gingerbread golems, where a young mermaid's voice can
summon deadly storms and where a river might do a
lovestruck boy's bidding but only for a terrible price.
Perfect for new readers and dedicated fans, the tales in The
Language of Thorns will transport you to lands both familiar
and strange—to a fully realized world of dangerous magic that
millions have visited through the novels of the Grishaverse.
This collection of six stories includes three brand-new tales,
each of them lavishly illustrated and culminating in stunning
full-spread illustrations as rich in detail as the stories
themselves.
Hunted
Spooner, Meagan
6.6
Beauty knows the Beast's forest in her bones—and in her
blood. After all, her father is the only hunter who's ever come
close to discovering its secrets. So when her father loses his
fortune and moves Yeva and her sisters out of their
comfortable home among the aristocracy and back to the
outskirts of town, Yeva is secretly relieved. Out in the
wilderness, there's no pressure to make idle chatter with
vapid baronessas...or to submit to marrying a wealthy
gentleman. But Yeva's father's misfortune may have cost him
his mind, and when he goes missing in the woods, Yeva sets
her sights on one prey: the creature he'd been obsessively
tracking just before his disappearance. The Beast.
Deaf to her sisters' protests, Yeva hunts this strange creature
back into his own territory—a cursed valley, a ruined castle,
and a world of magical creatures that Yeva's only heard about
in fairy tales. A world that can bring her ruin, or salvation.
Who will survive: the Beauty, or the Beast?

The Queen's Rising Ross, Rebecca
6.3
Brienna desires only two things: to master her passion and to
be chosen by a patron. Growing up in Valenia at the renowned
Magnalia House should have prepared her. While some are
born with a talent for one of the five passions—art, music,
dramatics, wit, and knowledge—Brienna struggled to find hers
until she chose knowledge. However, Brienna's greatest fear
comes true: she is left without a patron.
Months later, her life takes an unexpected turn when a
disgraced lord offers her patronage. Suspicious of his intent,
she reluctantly accepts. But there is much more to his story,
for there is a dangerous plot to overthrow the king of
Maevana—the rival kingdom of Valenia—and restore the
rightful queen, and her magic, to the throne.
Strange the
Taylor, Laini
6.1
Dreamer
The dream chooses the dreamer, not the other way around—
and Lazlo Strange, war orphan and junior librarian, has always
feared that his dream chose poorly. Since he was five years
old, he's been obsessed with the mythic lost city of Weep, but
it would take someone bolder than he to cross half the world
in search of it. Then a stunning opportunity presents itself, in
the form of a hero called the Godslayer and a band of
legendary warriors, and he has to seize his chance or lose his
dream forever.
What happened in Weep two hundred years ago to cut it off
from the rest of the world? And who is the blue-skinned
goddess who appears in Lazlo's dreams?
In this sweeping and breathtaking novel by National Book
Award finalist Laini Taylor, author of the New York Times
bestselling Daughter of Smoke & Bone trilogy, the shadow of
the past is as real as the ghosts who haunt the citadel of
murdered gods. Fall into a mythical world of dread and
wonder, moths and nightmares, love and carnage.

Smoke in the Sun
Ahdieh, Renée
6.1
After Okami is captured in the Jukai forest, Mariko has no
choice—to rescue him, she must return to Inako and face
the dangers that have been waiting for her in the Heian
Castle. She tricks her brother, Kenshin, and betrothed,
Raiden, into thinking she was being held by the Black
Clan against her will, playing the part of the dutiful brideto-be to infiltrate the emperor's ranks and uncover the
truth behind the betrayal that almost left her dead.
With the wedding plans already underway, Mariko
pretends to be consumed with her upcoming nuptials, all
the while using her royal standing to peel back the layers
of lies and deception surrounding the imperial court. But
each secret she unfurls gives way to the next, ensnaring
Mariko and Okami in a political scheme that threatens
their honor, their love and very the safety of the empire.
Legendary: A
Garber,
6.4
Caraval Novel
Stephanie
A heart to protect. A debt to repay. A game to win.
After being swept up in the magical world of Caraval,
Donatella Dragna has finally escaped her father and
saved her sister Scarlett from a disastrous arranged
marriage. The girls should be celebrating, but Tella isn't
yet free. She made a desperate bargain with a
mysterious criminal, and what Tella owes him no one has
ever been able to deliver: Caraval Master Legend's true
name.
The only chance of uncovering Legend's identity is to win
Caraval, so Tella throws herself into the legendary
competition once more—and into the path of the
murderous heir to the throne, a doomed love story, and a
web of secrets...including her sister's. Caraval has always
demanded bravery, cunning, and sacrifice. But now the
game is asking for more. If Tella can't fulfill her bargain
and deliver Legend's name, she'll lose everything she
cares about—maybe even her life. But if she wins,
Legend and Caraval will be destroyed forever.
Welcome, welcome to Caraval...the games have only just
begun.

Cold Wind
Box, C.J.
6.1
When Earl Alden is found dead, dangling from a wind
turbine, his wife, Missy, is arrested. Unfortunately for Joe
Pickett, Missy is his much-disliked mother-in-law, and
he's not sure what to do—especially since it looks like
Missy is guilty as sin.
But then things happen to make Joe wonder: Is Earl's
death what it appears to be? Is Missy being set up? He
has the county DA and sheriff on one side, his wife on the
other, his estranged friend Nate on a lethal mission of his
own, and some powerful interests breathing down his
neck. Whichever way this goes, it's not going to be
good...

Live Fearless: A
Call to Power,
Passion, and
Purpose
Dear friends,

Robertson, Sadie

6.4

I don't know about you, but I'm pretty tired of the struggle.
You know which one I mean—fear, loneliness, not
knowing who I am or what I'm meant to do. . . . Sound
familiar?
I struggled with insecurity, comparison, and isolation for
too many years, from thigh gaps to eyebrows to the
lifestyles I felt I had to live up to. I was so afraid of being
"found out," that everyone in my life would somehow
figure out that I was fearful and small and that I struggled
to make my faith a reality and to be secure in who I am. It
took a major perspective shift from staring at comments
on a screen to really digging into the pages of my Bible to
see what God actually says about overcoming fear.
Setting aside the fear, anxiety, and comparison to
become the joy-filled person God created you to be is
exactly what God is inviting you into. To really be seen
and known. To be an agent of change by choosing
compassion, connection, and acceptance for everyone
you come in contact with. Inside this book are ways to
find your power, passion, and purpose—and reach for
your dreams. Plus, there are places to jot down notes,
fun lists, practical ways to make changes, and thoughts
on how living fearless can change everything.
Are you tired of the awful comparison game? Are you
exhausted from trying to keep up, from feeling small and
afraid that people will find the real you and be
disappointed? There is so much more for you. No matter
who you are, where you come from, or what your fears
are, freedom is available to you. It's just a matter of
saying yes. You in?
Hope you'll join me on this wild adventure as we learn to
Live Fearless together.
Love,
Sadie

Girl, Wash Your
Hollis, Rachel
6.7
Face: Stop
Believing the Lies
About Who You
Are So You Can
Become Who
You Were Meant
to Be
If you have ever said any of these things to yourself . . .
Something else will make me happy.
I'm not a good mom.
I will never get past this.
I am defined by my weight.
I should be further along by now.
. . . then you could benefit from the unflinching faith and
rock-hard tenacity Rachel Hollis has in store for you. In
this challenging but conversational book, Rachel exposes
the twenty lies and misconceptions that too often hold us
back from living joyfully and productively, lies we've told
ourselves so often we don't even hear them anymore.
Rachel is real and talks about real issues. More than that,
she reveals the specific practical strategies that helped
her move past them. In the process, she encourages,
entertains, and even kicks a little butt, all to convince you
to do whatever it takes to get real and become the
joyous, confident woman you were meant to be. Because
you really can live with passion and hustle – and give
yourself grace without giving up.
Educated: A
Westover, Tara
6.4
Memoir
Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara
Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a
classroom. Her family was so isolated from mainstream
society that there was no one to ensure the children
received an education, and no one to intervene when one
of Tara's older brothers became violent. When another
brother got himself into college, Tara decided to try a new
kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her,
taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard
and to Cambridge University. Only then would she
wonder if she'd traveled too far, if there was still a way
home.

Little Fires
Ng, Celeste
6.8
Everywhere
From the bestselling author of Everything I Never Told
You, a riveting novel that traces the intertwined fates of
the picture-perfect Richardson family and the enigmatic
mother and daughter who upend their lives.
In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of
Cleveland, everything is planned—from the layout of the
winding roads, to the colors of the houses, to the
successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no
one embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson,
whose guiding principle is playing by the rules.
Enter Mia Warren—an enigmatic artist and single
mother—who arrives in this idyllic bubble with her
teenaged daughter Pearl, and rents a house from the
Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more than
tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the
mother-daughter pair. But Mia carries with her a
mysterious past and a disregard for the status quo that
threatens to upend this carefully ordered community.
When old family friends of the Richardsons attempt to
adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts
that dramatically divides the town—and puts Mia and
Elena on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her
motives, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets in
Mia's past. But her obsession will come at unexpected
and devastating costs.
Little Fires Everywhere explores the weight of secrets,
the nature of art and identity, and the ferocious pull of
motherhood—and the danger of believing that following
the rules can avert disaster.

Dreaming in
Charleyboy, Lisa 6.8
Indian:
Contemporary
Native American
Voices
Emerging and established Native artists, including
acclaimed author Joseph Boyden, renowned visual artist
Bunky Echo Hawk, and stand-up comedian Ryan
McMahon, contribute thoughtful and heartfelt pieces on
their experiences growing up Indigenous, expressing
them through such mediums as art, food, the written
word, sport, dance, and fashion. Renowned chef Aaron
Bear Robe, for example, explains how he introduces
restaurant customers to his culture by reinventing
traditional dishes. And in a dramatic photo spread, model
Ashley Callingbull and photographer Thosh Collins
reappropriate the trend of wearing 'Native' clothing.
Whether addressing the effects of residential schools,
calling out bullies through personal manifestos, or simply
citing hopes for the future, Dreaming In Indian refuses to
shy away from difficult topics. Insightful, thoughtprovoking, and beautifully honest, this book will to appeal
to young adult readers. An innovative and captivating
design enhances each contribution and makes for a truly
unique reading experience.
The Titanic
Conklin, Thomas 6.1
Sinks!
Here is the exciting true story about the "unsinkable"
Titanic! Dramatic accounts, white-knuckle suspense, and
fast-paced action of how the world's biggest, safest ship
sank on its maiden voyage. Includes black-and-white
photos and full-color underwater photos of the wreck.

The Wimpy Kid
Kinney, Jeff
6.3
Movie Diary: The
Next Chapter
Making a movie is a lot like going on a road trip. There
are twists and turns and lots of surprises along the way.
Hit the road with author and illustrator Jeff Kinney and get
a behind-the-scenes look at the making of the latest 20th
Century Fox movie, Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long
Haul.
Find out what it takes to film a flock of seagulls invading a
minivan. Learn about a robot pig and an animatronic
three-year-old. And discover everything that goes into
making a feature film.

Camino Island
Grisham, John
6.1
Bruce Cable owns a popular bookstore in the sleepy
resort town of Santa Rosa on Camino Island in Florida.
He makes his real money, though, as a prominent dealer
in rare books. Very few people know that he occasionally
dabbles in unsavory ventures.
Mercer Mann is a young novelist with a severe case of
writer's block who has recently been laid off from her
teaching position. She is approached by an elegant,
mysterious woman working for an even more mysterious
company. A generous monetary offer convinces Mercer
to go undercover and infiltrate Cable's circle of literary
friends, to get close to the ringleader, to discover his
secrets.
But soon Mercer learns far too much, and there's trouble
in paradise—as only John Grisham can deliver it.

The Assassin's
Maas, Sarah J.
6.1
Blade
Celaena Sardothien is her kingdom's most feared
assassin. Though she works for the powerful and ruthless
Assassin's Guild, Celaena yields to no one and trusts
only her fellow killer for hire, Sam.
When Celaena's scheming master, Arobynn Hamel,
dispatches her on missions that take her from remote
islands to hostile deserts, she finds herself acting
independently of his wishes—and questioning her own
allegiance. Along the way, she makes friends and
enemies alike, and discovers that she feels far more for
Sam than just friendship. But by defying Arobynn's
orders, Celaena risks unimaginable punishment, and with
Sam by her side, he is in danger, too. They will have to
risk it all if they hope to escape Arobynn's clutches—and
if they fail, they'll lose not just a chance at freedom, but
their lives...
The Battle for
Flanagan, John
6.7
Skandia
The international bestselling series with over 5 million
copies sold in the U.S. alone!
Still far from their homeland after escaping slavery in the
icebound land of Skandia, Will and Evanlyn's plans to
return to Araluen are spoiled when Evanlyn is taken
captive by a Temujai warrior. Though still weakened by
the warmweed's toxic effects, Will employs his Ranger
training to locate his friend, but an enemy scouting party
has him fatally outnumbered. Will is certain death is close
at hand, until Halt and Horace make a daring, last-minute
rescue. The reunion is cut short, however, when Halt
makes a horrifying discovery: Skandia's borders have
been breached by the entire Temujai army. And Araluen
is next in their sights. If two kingdoms are to be saved, an
unlikely union must be made. Will it hold long enough to
vanquish a ruthless new enemy? Or will past tensions
spell doom for all?

The Icebound
Flanagan, John
6.8
Land
The international bestselling series with over 5 million
copies sold in the U.S. alone!
Kidnapped after the fierce battle with Lord Morgarath, Will
and Evanlyn are bound for Skandia as captives aboard a
fearsome wolfship. Halt has sworn to rescue Will, and he
will do anything to keep his promise–even defy his King.
Expelled from the Rangers he has served so loyally, Halt
is joined by Will's friend Horace as he travels toward
Skandia. On their way, they are challenged constantly by
freelance knights–but Horace knows a thing or two about
combat. Soon he begins to attract the attention of knights
and warlords for miles around with his uncanny skill.
Even so, will they be in time to rescue Will from a horrific
life of slavery?
The Sorcerer of
Flanagan, John
6.1
the North
Several years have passed since the apprentice and his
master, Will and Halt, first met, and Will is finally a fullfledged Ranger with his own fief to look after. The fief
seems sleepy?boring, even?until Lord Syron, master of a
castle far in the north, is struck down by a mysterious
illness. Joined by his friend Alyss, Will is suddenly thrown
headfirst into an extraordinary adventure, investigating
fears of sorcery and trying to determine who is loyal to
Lord Syron. As Will battles growing hysteria, traitors, and
most of all, time, Alyss is taken hostage, and Will is
forced to make a desperate choice between his mission
and his friend.

The Siege of
Flanagan, John
6.2
Macindaw
After years as a Ranger's apprentice, Will is now the
protector of his first fief. Not long into his service,
everything that can go wrong does: Keren, a renegade
knight, has taken over Castle Macindaw, a strategic
gateway to the North—poisoning the royal family in the
process—and is holding Will's friend Alyss captive. The
situation grows direr when Will uncovers Keren's secret
alliance with the Scotti, who have plans to plunder
Araluen. Time is of the essence, and Will must recruit a
motley crew to rescue Alyss and reclaim Castle
Macindaw—before the Scotti can make it their own.

Erak's Ransom
Flanagan, John
6.1
In the wake of Araluen's uneasy truce with the raiding
Skandians comes word that the Skandian leader has
been captured by a dangerous desert tribe. The Rangers
- and Will - are sent to free him. But the desert is like
nothing these warriors have seen before. Strangers in a
strange land, they are brutalized by sandstorms, beaten
by the unrelenting heat, tricked by one tribe that plays by
its own rules, and surprisingly befriended by another. Like
a desert mirage, nothing is as it seems. Yet one thing is
constant: the bravery of the Rangers.

The Kings of
Flanagan, John
6.1
Clonmel
When a cult springs up in neighboring Clonmel,
promising to quell the recent attacks by lawless
marauders, people flock from all over to offer gold in
exchange for protection. But Halt is all too familiar with
this particular group, and he knows they have a less than
charitable agenda. Secrets will be unveiled and battles
fought to the death as Will and Horace help Halt in
ridding the land of a dangerous enemy.

The Emperor of
Flanagan, John
6.2
Nihon-Ja
When Horace travels to the exotic land of Nihon- Ja, it
isn't long before he finds himself pulled into a battle that
is not his - but one he knows in his heart he must wage.
A kingdom teeters on the edge of chaos when the NihonJa emperor, a defender of the common man, is forcibly
overthrown, and only Horace, Will, and his Araluen
companions can restore the emperor to the throne.
Victory lies in the hands of an inexperienced group of
fighters, and it's anybody's guess who will make the
journey home to Araluen.

The Lost Stories
Flanagan, John
6.0
Inspired by his millions of fans worldwide, many of whom
wrote him emails and letters questioning the fate or the
origin of some of the most popular characters and
storylines from Ranger's Apprentice, John Flanagan
decided to reward his loyal readers with a collection of
stories answering these questions. In Book 11 of the
Ranger's Apprentice epic, fans will see never-beforepublished stories featuring all their favorite characters,
from Will to Halt, from Horace to Alyss. More than a
companion book, THE LOST STORIES is, ultimately, a
new entry in the series—and a tribute from author to
reader.

The Battle of
Flanagan, John
6.3
Hackham Heath
When the former Baron Morgarath escaped to avoid
punishment for treason, an uneasy peace fell on Araluen.
But Morgarath, now in hiding, is already planning his next
move, recruiting an army of savage, overpowering beasts
known as Wargals. Newly crowned King Duncan knows
he must assemble his troops for battle.
To find out the full extent of Morgarath's plan of attack,
Halt prepares for a seemingly impossible task—climbing
the deadly cliffs of the Mountains of Rain and Night and
venturing deep into enemy territory to spy. After all, the
winner of this war could be determined by one wrong
move.
At the Battle of Hackham Heath, the fate of a Kingdom
will be decided. This origin story of how Halt came to be
Araluen's most famous Ranger – and how war will decide
the future of the next generation – will thrill Ranger's
Apprentice fans and new readers alike.

Some Writer! The Sweet, Melissa
6.5
Story of E.B.
White
Caldecott Honor winner Sweet mixes White's personal
letters, photos, and family ephemera with her own
exquisite artwork to tell the story of this American literary
icon. Readers young and old will be fascinated and
inspired by the journalist, New Yorker contributor, and
children's book author who loved words his whole life.
This authorized tribute, a New York Times bestseller,
includes an afterword by Martha White, his
granddaughter.

Partials
Wells, Dan
6.1
For fans of The Hunger Games, Battlestar Galactica, and
Blade Runner comes the first book in the Partials
Sequence, a fast-paced, action-packed, and riveting sci-fi
teen series, by acclaimed author Dan Wells.
Humanity is all but extinguished after a war with
Partials—engineered organic beings identical to
humans—has decimated the population. Reduced to only
tens of thousands by a weaponized virus to which only a
fraction of humanity is immune, the survivors in North
America have huddled together on Long Island. But
sixteen-year-old Kira is determined to find a solution. As
she tries desperately to save what is left of her race, she
discovers that that the survival of both humans and
Partials rests in her attempts to answer questions about
the war's origin that she never knew to ask.
Playing on our curiosity of and fascination with the
complete collapse of civilization, Partials is, at its heart, a
story of survival, one that explores the individual
narratives and complex relationships of those left behind,
both humans and Partials alike—and of the way in which
the concept of what is right and wrong in this world is
greatly dependent on one's own point of view.

The Burning Sky Thomas, Sherry
6.1
Magic, romance, and intrigue combine in this
extraordinary novel—the first in the Elemental Trilogy—
for fans of Cinda Williams Chima and Kristin Cashore.
Publishers Weekly called it "a wonderfully satisfying
magical saga" in a starred review, and Kirkus Reviews
said it "bids fair to be the next big epic fantasy success."
Iolanthe Seabourne is the greatest elemental mage of her
generation—or so she's been told. The one prophesied
for years to be the savior of the Realm. It is her duty and
destiny to face and defeat the Bane, the most powerful
tyrant and mage the world has ever known. This would
be a suicide task for anyone, let alone a reluctant sixteenyear-old girl with no training.
Guided by his mother's visions and committed to
avenging his family, Prince Titus has sworn to protect
Iolanthe even as he prepares her for their battle with the
Bane. But he makes the terrifying mistake of falling in
love with the girl who should have been only a means to
an end. Now, with the servants of the tyrant closing in,
Titus must choose between his mission—and her life.

The Shadow
Redwine, C.J.
6.1
Queen: A
Ravenspire
Novel
Lorelai Diederich, crown princess and fugitive at large,
has one mission: kill the wicked queen who took both the
Ravenspire throne and the life of her father. To do that,
Lorelai needs to use the one weapon she and Queen
Irina have in common—magic. She'll have to be stronger,
faster, and more powerful than Irina, the most dangerous
sorceress Ravenspire has ever seen.
In the neighboring kingdom of Eldr, when Prince Kol's
father and older brother are killed by an invading army of
magic-wielding ogres, the second-born prince is suddenly
given the responsibility of saving his kingdom. To do that,
Kol needs magic of his own—and the only way to get it is
to make a deal with the queen of Ravenspire, promise to
become her personal huntsman—and bring her Lorelai's
heart.
But Lorelai is nothing like Kol expected—beautiful, fierce,
and unstoppable—and despite dark magic, Lorelai is
drawn in by the passionate and troubled king. Fighting to
stay one step ahead of the dragon huntsman—who she
likes far more than she should—Lorelai does everything
in her power to ruin the wicked queen. But Irina isn't
going down without a fight, and her final move may cost
the princess the one thing she still has left to lose.
The Ultimate Gift Stovall, Jim
6.4
What would you do to inherit a million dollars? Would you
be willing to change your life? Jason Stevens is about to
find out in Jim Stovall's The Ultimate Gift.
Red Stevens has died, and the older members of his
family receive their millions with greedy anticipation. But
a different fate awaits young Jason, whom Stevens, his
great-uncle, believes may be the last vestige of hope in
the family.

Shaken:
Tebow, Tim
Discovering Your
True Identity in
the Midst of Life's
Storms
New York Times bestseller
Who are you when life is steady?
Who are you when storms come?

6.3

Most of us have been on the receiving end of rejection, a
broken dream, or heartbreak. And while this is not an
easy space to go through, when we are grounded in the
truth, we can endure the tough times.
In this powerful book, Heisman Trophy winner Tim Tebow
passionately shares glimpses of his journey staying
grounded in the face of disappointment, criticism, and
intense media scrutiny. Following an exceptional college
football career with the Florida Gators and a promising
playoff run with the Denver Broncos, Tebow was traded
to the New York Jets. He was released after one season.
In Shaken, named the 2017 Christian Book of the Year,
Tebow talks about what he's learned along the way,
building confidence in his identity in God, not the world.
This moving book also features practical wisdom from
Scripture and insights gained from others who have
impacted Tebow in life-changing ways.
Though traveling hard roads is not easy, it's always worth
it!
Your Circumstances do not Define You,
Your Identity Does.
What do you do when life takes an unplanned detour?
When the unexpected happens? When doubt or
negativity tries to rise above your faith? Most of us can
relate to these questions.
Through a dynamic lens of story and insight, Heisman
trophy winner Tim Tebow tells what he's learned during
the highs and the lows of his journey in the NFL. Shaken
also features practical wisdom from the pages of
Scripture and moving narratives of individuals—from
celebrities to cancer patients—who have impacted
Tebow's life. Their inspiring stories will encourage you
also to tackle fear, overcome bitterness, and take on the
obstacles life throws at you.

The Magician
Scott, Michael
6.1
The Enemies: Dr. John Dee and Niccolo Machiavelli.
Their Plan: Steal the rest of what Nicholas Flamel has
fought to protect.
John Dee has the Book of Abraham the Mage, which
means the world is on the brink of ruin. Except he's
missing two cruscial pages, pages that Nicholas, Sophie,
Josh, and the legendary warrior Scatty have taken to
Paris.
But Paris is teeming with enemies—and old
acquaintances like Nicollo Machiavelli. On the run and
with time running out for Nicholas and his wife, Perenell,
Sophie must learn the second elemental magic: Fire
Magic. And there's only one man who can teach it to her:
Flamel's old student, the Comte de Saint-Germain—
alchemist, magician, and rock star.
The Sorceress
Scott, Michael
6.1
The Problem: Perenelle Flamel is trapped.
What's Worse: Sophie and Josh might soon be as well.
Paris was destroyed by John Dee and Niccolo
Machiavelli, but the missing pages of the Book of
Abraham the Mage are still protected from Dee and the
Dark Elders. Except Perenelle is imprisoned on Alcatraz
and now Scatty is missing, leaving a weakening Nicholas
as Sophie and Josh's only protection in Lond, a city Dee
has under his control.
The only hope of defeating Dee and escaping London is
to find an Elder to teach the twins the third elemental
magic—Water Magic. The bad news? The lone option is
Gilgamesh the King, and he is absolutely insane.

The Mark of the
Meyer, L.A.
6.3
Golden Dragon:
Being an Account
of the Further
Adventures of
Jacky Faber,
Jewel of the
East, Vexation of
the West, and
Pearl of the
South China Sea
Jacky Faber embarks on another rousing adventure to
delight her ever-growing legion of fans. The irrepressible
Jacky Faber, condemned for life to the English penal
colony in Australia for crimes against the Crown, has
once again wriggled out of the grasp of British authorities.
Back on her flagship, the Lorelei Lee, she eagerly heads
back to England in the company of friends and her
beloved Jaimy Fletcher. But when the voyage is waylaid
by pirates, storms, and her own impetuous nature, Jacky
is cast into a world of danger that extends from the South
China Sea to the equally treacherous waters of London
politics. With the help of her loyal friends, Jacky meets
her enemies head-on in this tale of love, courage, and
redemption.
The Phantom
Juster, Norton
6.7
Tollbooth
For Milo, everything's a bore. When a tollbooth
mysteriously appears in his room, he drives through only
because he's got nothing better to do. But on the other
side, things seem different. Milo visits the Island of
Conclusions (you get there by jumping), learns about
time from a ticking watchdog named Tock, and even
embarks on a quest to rescue Rhyme and Reason.
Somewhere along the way, Milo realizes something
astonishing. Life is far from dull. In fact, it's exciting
beyond his wildest dreams!

The Goldfinch
Tartt, Donna
6.6
Theo Decker, a 13-year-old New Yorker, miraculously
survives an accident that kills his mother. Abandoned by
his father, Theo is taken in by the family of a wealthy
friend. Bewildered by his strange new home on Park
Avenue, disturbed by schoolmates who don't know how
to talk to him, and tormented above all by a longing for
his mother, he clings to the one thing that reminds him of
her: a small, mysteriously captivating painting that
ultimately draws Theo into a wealthy and insular art
community.

As an adult, Theo moves silkily between the drawing
rooms of the rich and the dusty labyrinth of an antiques
store where he works. He is alienated and in love — and
at the center of a narrowing, ever more dangerous circle.
The Magnolia
Gaines, Chip
6.1
Story
The Magnolia Story is the first book from Chip and
Joanna Gaines, who captured hearts on their HGTV
show Fixer Upper, which ran for 5 seasons. It offers fans
a detailed look at their life together—from the very first
renovation project they ever tackled together, to the
project that nearly cost them everything; from the
childhood memories that shaped them, to the twists and
turns that led them to the life they share on the farm
today.
In The Magnolia Story fans will finally get to join the
Gaines behind the scenes and discover:
The time Chip ran to the grocery store and forgot to take
their new, sleeping baby
Joanna's agonizing decision to close her dream business
to focus on raising their children
When Chip buys a houseboat, sight-unseen, and it turns
out to be a leaky wreck
Joanna's breakthrough moment of discovering the secret
to creating a beautiful home
Memories and photos from Chip and Joanna's wedding
And more...
Discover the secret to Chip & Joanna's success—and the
ups and downs they experienced along the way. You'll
laugh, maybe even cry, and realize that you can also
dream big in your own life.

Empire of Storms Maas, Sarah J.
6.2
The long path to the throne has only just begun for Aelin
Galathynius. Loyalties have been broken and bought, friends
have The long path to the throne has only just begun for Aelin
Galathynius. Loyalties have been broken and bought, friends
have been lost and gained, and those who possess magic find
themselves at odds with those don't.
As the kingdoms of Erilea fracture around her, enemies must
become allies if Aelin is to keep those she loves from falling to
the dark forces poised to claim her world. With war looming
on all horizons, the only chance for salvation lies in a
desperate quest that may mark the end of everything Aelin
holds dear.
Aelin's journey from assassin to queen has entranced millions
across the globe, and this fifth installment will leave fans
breathless. Will Aelin succeed in keeping her world from
splintering, or will it all come crashing down?lost and gained,
and those who possess magic find themselves at odds with
those don't.
The Whistler
Grisham, John
6.0
We expect our judges to be honest and wise. Their integrity is
the bedrock of the entire judicial system. We trust them to
ensure fair trials, to protect the rights of all litigants, to punish
those who do wrong, and to oversee the flow of justice. But
what happens when a judge bends the law or takes a bribe?
Lacy Stoltz is an investigator for the Florida Board on Judicial
Conduct. It is her job to respond to complaints dealing with
judicial misconduct. After nine years with the Board, she
knows that most problems are caused by incompetence, not
corruption.
But a corruption case eventually crosses her desk. A previously
disbarred lawyer is back in business, and he claims to know of
a Florida judge who has stolen more money than all other
crooked judges combined. And not just crooked judges in
Florida. All judges, from all states, and throughout United
States history. And now he wants to put a stop to it. His only
client is a person who knows the truth and wants to blow the
whistle and collect millions under Florida law. When the case
is assigned to Lacy, she immediately suspects that this one
could be dangerous. Dangerous is one thing. Deadly is
something else.

Uncaged
Sandford, John
6.1
Shay Remby arrives in Hollywood with $58 and a handmade
knife, searching for her brother, Odin.
Odin's a brilliant hacker but a bit of a loose cannon. He and a
group of radical animal-rights activists hit a Singular Corp.
research lab in Eugene, Oregon. The raid was a disaster, but
Odin escaped with a set of highly encrypted flash drives and a
post-surgical dog.
When Shay gets a frantic 3 a.m. phone call from Odin—talking
about evidence of unspeakable experiments, and a ruthless
corporation, and how he must hide—she's concerned. When
she gets a menacing visit from Singular's security team, she
knows: her brother's a dead man walking.
What Singular doesn't know—yet—is that 16-year-old Shay is
every bit as ruthless as their security force, and she will burn
Singular to the ground, if that's what it takes to save her
brother.
Miracles from
Beam, Christy
6.4
Heaven: A Little
Wilson
Girl, Her Journey
to Heaven, and
Her Amazing Story
of Healing
In a remarkable true story of faith and blessings, a mother tells
of her sickly young daughter, how she survived a dangerous
accident, her visit to Heaven and the inexplicable
disappearance of the symptoms of her chronic disease.
Annabel Beam spent most of her childhood in and out of
hospitals with a rare and incurable digestive disorder that
prevented her from ever living a normal, healthy life. One
sunny day when she was able to go outside and play with her
sisters, she fell three stories headfirst inside an old, hollowedout tree, a fall that may well have caused death or paralysis.
Implausibly, she survived without a scratch. While
unconscious inside the tree, with rescue workers struggling to
get to her, she visited heaven. After being released from the
hospital, she defied science and was inexplicably cured of her
chronic ailment.
Miracles from Heaven will change how we look at the world
around us and reinforce our belief in God and the afterlife.

Commonwealth
Patchett, Ann
6.0
One Sunday afternoon in Southern California, Bert Cousins
shows up at Franny Keating's christening party uninvited.
Before evening falls, he has kissed Franny's mother, Beverly—
thus setting in motion the dissolution of their marriages and
the joining of two families.
Spanning five decades, Commonwealth explores how this
chance encounter reverberates through the lives of the four
parents and six children involved. Spending summers together
in Virginia, the Keating and Cousins children forge a lasting
bond that is based on a shared disillusionment with their
parents and the strange and genuine affection that grows up
between them.
When, in her twenties, Franny begins an affair with the
legendary author Leon Posen and tells him about her family,
the story of her siblings is no longer hers to control. Their
childhood becomes the basis for his wildly successful book,
ultimately forcing them to come to terms with their losses,
their guilt, and the deeply loyal connection they feel for one
another.
Told with equal measures of humor and heartbreak,
Commonwealth is a meditation on inspiration, interpretation,
and the ownership of stories. It is a brilliant and tender tale of
the far-reaching ties of love and responsibility that bind us
together.

The Nix
Hill, Nathan
6.6
From the suburban Midwest to New York City to the 1968
riots that rocked Chicago and beyond, The Nix explores—with
sharp humor and a fierce tenderness—the resilience of love
and home, even in times of radical change.
It's 2011, and Samuel Andresen-Anderson—college professor,
stalled writer—has a Nix of his own: his mother, Faye. He
hasn't seen her in decades, not since she abandoned the
family when he was a boy. Now she's re-appeared, having
committed an absurd crime that electrifies the nightly news,
beguiles the internet, and inflames a politically divided
country. The media paints Faye as a radical hippie with a
sordid past, but as far as Samuel knows, his mother was an
ordinary girl who married her high-school sweetheart. Which
version of his mother is true? Two facts are certain: she's
facing some serious charges, and she needs Samuel's help.
To save her, Samuel will have to embark on his own journey,
uncovering long-buried secrets about the woman he thought
he knew, secrets that stretch across generations and have
their origin all the way back in Norway, home of the
mysterious Nix. As he does so, Samuel will confront not only
Faye's losses but also his own lost love, and will relearn
everything he thought he knew about his mother, and himself.
Treasury of Norse
Napoli, Donna Jo
6.4
Mythology: Stories
of Intrigue,
Trickery, Love, and
Revenge
Classic stories and dazzling illustrations of gods, goddesses,
heroes and monsters come to life in a stunning tableau of
Norse myths, including those of the thunder god Thor, the
one-eyed god and Allfather Odin, and the trickster god Loki.
The lyrical storytelling of award-winning author Donna Jo
Napoli dramatizes the timeless tales of ancient Scandinavia.
This book is the third in the trilogy that includes the popular
National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology and
National Geographic Treasury of Egyptian Mythology.

Tales of the
Riggs, Ransom
6.4
Peculiar
Wealthy cannibals who dine on the discarded limbs of
peculiars. A fork-tongued princess. These are but a few of the
truly brilliant stories in Tales of the Peculiar—the collection of
fairy tales known to hide information about the peculiar
world, including clues to the locations of time loops—first
introduced by Ransom Riggs in his #1 bestselling Miss
Peregrine's Peculiar Children series.
Riggs now invites you to share his secrets of peculiar history,
with a collection of original stories in this deluxe volume of
Tales of the Peculiar, as collected and annotated by Millard
Nullings, ward of Miss Peregrine and scholar of all things
peculiar. Featuring stunning illustrations from worldrenowned woodcut artist Andrew Davidson this compelling
and truly peculiar anthology is the perfect gift for not only
fans, but for all booklovers.
The Thief
Turner, Megan
6.0
Whalen
Eugenides, the queen's thief, can steal anything—or so he
says. When his boasting lands him in prison and the king's
magus invites him on a quest to steal a legendary object, he's
in no position to refuse. The magus thinks he has the right tool
for the job, but Gen has plans of his own. The Queen's Thief
novels have been praised by writers, critics, reviewers, and
fans, and have been honored with glowing reviews, "best of"
citations, and numerous awards, including the Los Angeles
Times Book Prize, a Newbery Honor, the Andre Norton Award
shortlist, and the Mythopoeic Fantasy Award. Discover and
rediscover the stand-alone companions, The Queen of Attolia,
The King of Attolia, and A Conspiracy of Kings, all epic novels
set in the world of the Queen's Thief.

The Lie Tree
Hardinge, Frances
6.4
Faith Sunderly leads a double life. To most people, she is
reliable, dull, trustworthy—a proper young lady who knows
her place as inferior to men. But inside, Faith is full of
questions and curiosity, and she cannot resist mysteries: an
unattended envelope, an unlocked door. She knows secrets no
one suspects her of knowing. She knows that her family
moved to the close-knit island of Vane because her famous
scientist father was fleeing a reputation-destroying scandal.
And she knows, when her father is discovered dead shortly
thereafter, that he was murdered.

In pursuit of justice and revenge, Faith hunts through her
father's possessions and discovers a strange tree. The tree
bears fruit only when she whispers a lie to it. The fruit of the
tree, when eaten, delivers a hidden truth. The tree might hold
the key to her father's murder—or it may lure the murderer
directly to Faith herself. Frances Hardinge is the author of
many acclaimed novels, including Cuckoo Song, which earned
five starred reviews.
Homegoing
Gyasi, Yaa
6.0
Effia and Esi are born into different villages in eighteenthcentury Ghana. Effia is married off to an Englishman and lives
in comfort in the palatial rooms of Cape Coast Castle.
Unbeknownst to Effia, her sister, Esi, is imprisoned beneath
her in the castle's dungeons, sold with thousands of others
into the Gold Coast's booming slave trade, and shipped off to
America, where her children and grandchildren will be raised
in slavery. One thread of Homegoing follows Effia's
descendants through centuries of warfare in Ghana, as the
Fante and Asante nations wrestle with the slave trade and
British colonization. The other thread follows Esi and her
children into America. From the plantations of the South to
the Civil War and the Great Migration, from the coal mines of
Pratt City, Alabama, to the jazz clubs and dope houses of
twentieth-century Harlem, right up through the present day,
Homegoing makes history visceral, and captures, with singular
and stunning immediacy, how the memory of captivity came
to be inscribed in the soul of a nation.

The Cuckoo's
Galbraith, Robert
6.7
Calling
After losing his leg to a land mine in Afghanistan, Cormoran
Strike is barely scraping by as a private investigator. Strike is
down to one client, creditors are calling, and after a breakup
with his longtime girlfriend, he's living in his office.

Then John Bristow walks through his door with a shocking
story: His sister, the legendary supermodel Lula Landry —
known to her friends as the Cuckoo — famously fell to her
death a few months earlier. The police ruled it a suicide, but
John refuses to believe that. The case plunges Strike into the
world of multimillionaire beauties, rock-star boyfriends, and
desperate designers, and it introduces him to every variety of
pleasure, enticement, seduction, and delusion known to man.

You may think you know detectives, but you've never met one
quite like Strike. You may think you know about the wealthy
and famous, but you've never seen them under an
investigation like this.
The Silkworm
Galbraith, Robert
6.9
When novelist Owen Quine goes missing, his wife calls in
private detective Cormoran Strike. At first, Mrs. Quine just
thinks her husband has gone off by himself for a few days —
as he has done before — and she wants Strike to find him and
bring him home.

But as Strike investigates, he discovers that Quine's
disappearance is no coincidence. The novelist has just
completed a manuscript featuring poisonous pen-portraits of
almost everyone he knows. If the novel were published, it
would ruin lives — meaning that almost everyone in his life
would have motives to silence him.

When Quine is found brutally murdered under bizarre
circumstances, Strike must race against time to understand
the motivation of a ruthless killer, a killer unlike any he has
encountered before . . .

The Adventures of Michaels, Anne
6.9
Miss Petitfour
Miss Petitfour enjoys having adventures that are "just the
right size - fitting into a single, magical day." She is an expert
at baking and eating fancy iced cakes, and her favorite mode
of travel is par avion. On windy days, she takes her sixteen
cats out for an airing: Minky, Misty, Taffy, Purrsia, Pirate,
Mustard, Moutarde, Hemdela, Earring, Grigorovitch, Clasby,
Captain Captain, Captain Catkin, Captain Cothespin, Your
Shyness and Sizzles. With the aid of her favorite tea party
tablecloth as a makeshift balloon, Miss Petitfour and her
charges fly over her village, having many little adventures
along the way. Join Miss Petitfour and her equally eccentric
felines on five magical outings -- a search for marmalade, to a
spring jumble sale, on a quest for "birthday cheddar", the
retrieval of a lost rare stamp and as they compete in the
village's annual Festooning Festival. A whimsical, beautifully
illustrated collection of tales that celebrates language,
storytelling and small pleasures, especially the edible kind!
Queen of Shadows Maas, Sarah J.
6.0
Everyone Celaena Sardothien loves has been taken from her.
But she's at last returned to the empire—for vengeance, to
rescue her once-glorious kingdom, and to confront the
shadows of her past...
She has embraced her identity as Aelin Galathynius, Queen of
Terrasen. But before she can reclaim her throne, she must
fight. She will fight for her cousin, a warrior prepared to die
just to see her again. She will fight for her friend, a young man
trapped in an unspeakable prison. And she will fight for her
people, enslaved to a brutal king and awaiting their lost
queen's triumphant return. Celaena's epic journey has
captured the hearts and imaginations of millions across the
globe. This fourth volume will hold readers rapt as Celaena's
story builds to a passionate, agonizing crescendo that might
just shatter her world.

Soundless
Mead, Richelle
6.0
For as long as Fei can remember, there has been no sound in
her village, where rocky terrain and frequent avalanches
prevent residents from self-sustaining. Fei and her people are
at the mercy of a zipline that carries food up the treacherous
cliffs from Beiguo, a mysterious faraway kingdom.
When villagers begin to lose their sight, deliveries from the
zipline shrink and many go hungry. Fei's home, the people she
loves, and her entire existence is plunged into crisis, under
threat of darkness and starvation.
But soon Fei is awoken in the night by a searing noise, and
sound becomes her weapon.

Silver in the Blood

George, Jessica
6.1
Day
As debutantes in 1890s New York City, cousins Dacia and Lou
knew little about their mysterious Romanian relatives, the
Florescus. Now, upon turning seventeen, the girls must
journey to Romania—a journey that seems to be both reward
and punishment—to meet their cousins and their tyrant of a
grandmother and to learn the secrets of their family. Secrets
spoken of in whispers. Dangerous secrets known as the Claw,
the Wing, and the Smoke.
But as dangerous as those family secrets might be, even more
dangerous is the centuries-old bond between the Florescus
and the royal Dracula family, and it seems that it's time for
Dacia and Lou to give up their life in New York society and take
their place among the servants of the Draculas. When the
devilish heir, Mihai Dracula, sets his sights on Dacia as part of
his evil, power-hungry plan, the girls must accept or fight
against this cruel inheritance. Do they have the courage to
break the shackles of their upbringing and set the course of
their own destiny?

Uprooted
Novik, Naomi
6.6
Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the forests
and the bright shining river. But the corrupted Wood stands
on the border, full of malevolent power, and its shadow lies
over her life.
Her people rely on the cold, driven wizard known only as the
Dragon to keep its powers at bay. But he demands a terrible
price for his help: one young woman handed over to serve him
for ten years, a fate almost as terrible as falling to the Wood.
The next choosing is fast approaching, and Agnieszka is afraid.
She knows—everyone knows—that the Dragon will take Kasia:
beautiful, graceful, brave Kasia, all the things Agnieszka isn't,
and her dearest friend in the world. And there is no way to
save her.
But Agnieszka fears the wrong things. For when the Dragon
comes, it is not Kasia he will choose.
Through My Eyes
Tebow, Tim
6.9
FormerUniversity of Florida star quarterback, 2010 first-round
draft pick for theDenver Broncos, and devout Christian Tim
Tebow tellsthe story of his faith, his life, and his career in
football in Through MyEyes. Written with Nathan Whitaker,
the New York Times bestsellingcoauthor of Quiet Strength,
with Tony Dungy, Through My Eyes givesfans a first look into
the heart of an athlete whose talent and devotion havemade
him one of the most provocative figures in football.

Rogue Lawyer
Grisham, John
6.0
On the right side of the law—sort of—Sebastian Rudd is not
your typical street lawyer. His office is a customized
bulletproof van, complete with Wi-Fi, a bar, a small fridge, and
fine leather chairs. He has no firm, no partners, and only one
employee: his heavily armed driver, who also so happens to be
his bodyguard, law clerk, confidant, and golf caddie. Sebastian
drinks small-batch bourbon and carries a gun. He defends
people other lawyers won't go near: a drug-addled, tattooed
kid rumored to be in a satanic cult; a vicious crime lord on
death row; a homeowner arrested for shooting at a SWAT
team that mistakenly invaded his house. Why these clients?
Because Sebastian believes everyone is entitled to a fair trial—
even if he has to bend the law to secure one.

Cress
Meyer, Marissa
6.0
Their best hope lies with Cress, a girl trapped on a satellite
since childhood who's only ever had her netscreens as
company. All that screen time has made Cress an excellent
hacker. Unfortunately, she's being forced to work for Queen
Levana, and she's just received orders to track down Cinder
and her handsome accomplice.
When a daring rescue of Cress goes awry, the group is
splintered. Cress finally has her freedom, but it comes at a
higher price than she'd ever expected. Meanwhile, Queen
Levana will let nothing prevent her marriage to Emperor Kai,
especially the cyborg mechanic. Cress, Scarlet, and Cinder may
not have signed up to save the world, but they may be the
only hope the world has.

A Court of Thorns
Maas, Sarah J.
6.1
and Roses
When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the
woods, a beast-like creature arrives to demand retribution for
it. Dragged to a treacherous magical land she only knows
about from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is not an
animal, but Tamlin—one of the lethal, immortal faeries who
once ruled their world.
As she dwells on his estate, her feelings for Tamlin transform
from icy hostility into a fiery passion that burns through every
lie and warning she's been told about the beautiful, dangerous
world of the Fae. But an ancient, wicked shadow over the
faerie lands is growing, and Feyre must find a way to stop it . .
. or doom Tamlin—and his world—forever.
The Invasion of the Johansen, Erika
6.2
Tearling
With each passing day, Kelsea Glynn is growing into her new
responsibilities as Queen of the Tearling. By stopping the
shipments of slaves to the neighboring kingdom of
Mortmesne, she crossed the Red Queen, a brutal ruler whose
power derives from dark magic, who is sending her fearsome
army into the Tearling to take what is hers. And nothing can
stop the invasion.
But as the Mort army draws ever closer, Kelsea develops a
mysterious connection to a time before the Crossing, and she
finds herself relying on a strange and possibly dangerous ally:
a woman named Lily, fighting for her life in a world where
being female can feel like a crime. The fate of the Tearling —
and that of Kelsea's own soul—may rest with Lily and her
story, but Kelsea may not have enough time to find out.

Royal Wedding
Cabot, Meg
6.2
For Princess Mia, the past five years since college graduation
have been a whirlwind of activity, what with living in New York
City, running her new teen community center, being madly in
love, and attending royal engagements. And speaking of
engagements. Mia's gorgeous longtime boyfriend Michael
managed to clear both their schedules just long enough for an
exotic (and very private) Caribbean island interlude where he
popped the question! Of course Mia didn't need to consult her
diary to know that her answer was a royal oui.
But now Mia has a scandal of majestic proportions to contend
with: Her grandmother's leaked "fake" wedding plans to the
press that could cause even normally calm Michael to become
a runaway groom. Worse, a scheming politico is trying to force
Mia's father from the throne, all because of a royal secret that
could leave Genovia without a monarch. Can Mia prove to
everyone—especially herself—that she's not only ready to
wed, but ready to rule as well?
The Beginning of
Schneider, Robyn
6.1
Everything
Varsity tennis captain Ezra Faulkner was supposed to be
homecoming king, but that was before—before his girlfriend
cheated on him, before a car accident shattered his leg, and
before he fell in love with unpredictable new girl Cassidy
Thorpe.
As Kirkus Reviews said in a starred review, "Schneider takes
familiar stereotypes and infuses them with plenty of depth.
Here are teens who could easily trade barbs and double
entendres with the characters that fill John Green's novels."
Funny, smart, and including everything from flash mobs to
blanket forts to a poodle who just might be the reincarnation
of Jay Gatsby, The Beginning of Everything is a refreshing
contemporary twist on the classic coming-of-age novel—a
heart-wrenching story about how difficult it is to play the part
that people expect, and how new beginnings can stem from
abrupt and tragic endings.

Still Alice
Genova, Lisa
6.0
In Lisa Genova's extraordinary New York Times bestselling
novel, an accomplished woman slowly loses her thoughts and
memories to Alzheimer's disease—only to discover that each
day brings a new way of living and loving. Now a major motion
picture starring Julianne Moore, Alec Baldwin, Kate Bosworth,
and Kristen Stewart!
Alice Howland, happily married with three grown children and
a house on the Cape, is a celebrated Harvard professor at the
height of her career when she notices a forgetfulness creeping
into her life. As confusion starts to cloud her thinking and her
memory begins to fail her, she receives a devastating
diagnosis: early onset Alzheimer's disease. Fiercely
independent, Alice struggles to maintain her lifestyle and live
in the moment, even as her sense of self is being stripped
away. In turns heartbreaking, inspiring, and terrifying, Still
Alice captures in remarkable detail what it's like to literally
lose your mind...
Crown of Midnight Maas, Sarah J.
6.1
After a year of hard labor in the Salt Mines of Endovier,
eighteen-year-old assassin Celaena Sardothien has won the
king's contest to become the new royal assassin. But Calaena
is far from loyal to the crown. Keeping up the charade—while
pretending to do the king's bidding—will test her skills in an
entirely new way. And it certainly isn't the only point of
confusion for the young girl. Because though she's made her
choice between Dorian and Chaol, the ways of the heart are
never simple...

Heir of Fire
Maas, Sarah J.
6.4
Celaena has survived deadly contests and shattering
heartbreak-but at an unspeakable cost. Now, she must travel
to a new land to confront her darkest truth . . . a truth about
her heritage that could change her life-and her future-forever.
Meanwhile, brutal and monstrous forces are gathering on the
horizon, intent on enslaving her world. Will Celaena find the
strength to not only fight her inner demons, but to take on the
evil that is about to be unleashed?

Unbroken: An
Hillenbrand, Laura 6.4
Olympian's
Journey from
Airman to
Castaway to
Captive
On a May afternoon in 1943, an American military plane
crashed into the Pacific Ocean and disappeared, leaving only a
spray of debris and a slick of oil, gasoline, and blood. Then, on
the ocean surface, a face appeared. It was that of a young
lieutenant, the plane's bombardier, who was struggling to a
life raft and pulling himself aboard. So began one of the most
extraordinary sagas of the Second World War.
The lieutenant's name was Louis Zamperini. As a boy, he had
been a clever delinquent, breaking into houses, brawling, and
stealing. As a teenager, he had channeled his defiance into
running, discovering a supreme talent that carried him to the
Berlin Olympics. But when war came, the athlete became an
airman, embarking on a journey that led to his doomed flight,
a tiny raft, and a drift into the unknown.
Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean,
leaping sharks, a sinking raft, thirst and starvation, enemy
aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits
of endurance, Zamperini would respond to desperation with
ingenuity, suffering with hope and humor, brutality with
rebellion. His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would hang
on the fraying wire of his will.

Jackaby
Ritter, William
6.2
Newly arrived in New Fiddleham, New England, 1892, and in
need of a job, Abigail Rook meets R. F. Jackaby, an investigator
of the unexplained with a keen eye for the extraordinary—
including the ability to see supernatural beings. Abigail has a
gift for noticing ordinary but important details, which makes
her perfect for the position of Jackaby's assistant. On her first
day, Abigail finds herself in the midst of a thrilling case: A
serial killer is on the loose. The police are convinced it's an
ordinary villain, but Jackaby is certain the foul deeds are the
work of the kind of creature whose very existence the local
authorities—with the exception of a handsome young
detective named Charlie Cane—seem adamant to deny.

Balto and the
Kimmel, Elizabeth
6.3
Great Race
Cody
Balto has a quiet life as a sled dog—until tragedy strikes.
Dozens of children in Nome become sick with diphtheria.
Without antitoxin serum, they will perish—and the closest
supply is 650 miles away! The only way to get the serum to
Nome is by sled, but can the dogs deliver it in time? Heading
bravely into a brutal blizzard, Balto leads the race for life.
A Kansas City Children's Book Award for Grades 1–3

The Strange and
Walton, Leslye
6.8
Beautiful Sorrows
of Ava Lavender
A 2015 William C. Morris Debut Award Finalist. Magical
realism, lyrical prose, and the pain and passion of human love
haunt this hypnotic generational saga. Foolish love appears to
be the Roux family birthright, an ominous forecast for its most
recent progeny, Ava Lavender. Ava—in all other ways a normal
girl—is born with the wings of a bird. In a quest to understand
her peculiar disposition and a growing desire to fit in with her
peers, sixteen-year old Ava ventures into the wider world, illprepared for what she might discover and naive to the twisted
motives of others. Others like the pious Nathaniel Sorrows,
who mistakes Ava for an angel and whose obsession with her
grows until the night of the summer solstice celebration. That
night, the skies open up, rain and feathers fill the air, and
Ava's quest and her family's saga build to a devastating
crescendo. First-time author Leslye Walton has constructed a
layered and unforgettable mythology of what it means to be
born with hearts that are tragically, exquisitely human.
Station Eleven
St. John Mandel,
6.5
Emily
Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the night Arthur Leander,
the famous Hollywood actor, had a heart attack on stage
during a production of King Lear. That was the night when a
devastating flu pandemic arrived in the city, and within weeks,
civilization as we know it came to an end.
Twenty years later, Kirsten moves between the settlements of
the altered world with a small troupe of actors and musicians.
They call themselves The Traveling Symphony, and they have
dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants of art and
humanity alive. But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the
Water, they encounter a violent prophet who will threaten the
tiny band's existence. And as the story takes off, moving back
and forth in time, and vividly depicting life before and after
the pandemic, the strange twist of fate that connects them all
will be revealed.

Gray Mountain
Grisham, John
6.1
The year is 2008 and Samantha Kofer's career at a huge Wall
Street law firm is on the fast track--until the recession hits and
she is downsized, furloughed, and escorted out of the
building. Samantha, though, is offered an opportunity to work
at a legal aid clinic for one year without pay, all for a slim
chance of getting rehired.
In a matter of days Samantha moves from Manhattan to
Brady, Virginia, population 2,200, in the heart of Appalachia, a
part of the world she has only read about. Samantha's new job
takes her into the murky and dangerous world of coal mining,
where laws are often broken, communities are divided, and
the land itself is under attack. But some of the locals aren't so
thrilled to have a big-city lawyer in town, and within weeks
Samantha is engulfed in litigation that turns deadly. Because
like most small towns, Brady harbors big secrets that some will
kill to conceal.
Leaving Time
Picoult, Jodi
6.1
Throughout her blockbuster career, Jodi Picoult has seamlessly
blended nuanced characters, riveting plots, and rich prose,
brilliantly creating stories that "not only provoke the mind but
touch the flawed souls in all of us" (The Boston Globe). Now,
in Leaving Time, she has delivered a book unlike anything she's
written before.
For more than a decade, Jenna Metcalf has never stopped
thinking about her mother, Alice, who mysteriously
disappeared in the wake of a tragic accident. Refusing to
believe she was abandoned, Jenna searches for her mother
regularly online and pores over the pages of Alice's old
journals. A scientist who studied grief among elephants, Alice
wrote mostly of her research among the animals she loved,
yet Jenna hopes the entries will provide a clue to her mother's
whereabouts.
Desperate to find the truth, Jenna enlists two unlikely allies in
her quest: Serenity Jones, a psychic who rose to fame finding
missing persons, only to later doubt her gifts, and Virgil
Stanhope, the jaded private detective who'd originally
investigated Alice's case along with the strange, possibly
linked death of one of her colleagues. As the three work
together to uncover what happened to Alice, they realize that
in asking hard questions, they'll have to face even harder
answers.
As Jenna's memories dovetail with the events in her mother's
journals, the story races to a mesmerizing finish.

The Invention of
Kidd, Sue Monk
6.3
Wings
Writing at the height of her narrative and imaginative gifts,
Sue Monk Kidd presents a masterpiece of hope, daring, the
quest for freedom, and the desire to have a voice in the world.
Hetty "Handful" Grimke, an urban slave in early nineteenth
century Charleston, yearns for life beyond the suffocating
walls that enclose her within the wealthy Grimke household.
The Grimke's daughter, Sarah, has known from an early age
she is meant to do something large in the world, but she is
hemmed in by the limits imposed on women.
Kidd's sweeping novel is set in motion on Sarah's eleventh
birthday, when she is given ownership of ten year old Handful,
who is to be her handmaid. We follow their remarkable
journeys over the next thirty five years, as both strive for a life
of their own, dramatically shaping each other's destinies and
forming a complex relationship marked by guilt, defiance,
estrangement and the uneasy ways of love. As the stories
build to a riveting climax, Handful will endure loss and sorrow,
finding courage and a sense of self in the process. Sarah will
experience crushed hopes, betrayal, unrequited love, and
ostracism before leaving Charleston to find her place
alongside her fearless younger sister, Angelina, as one of the
early pioneers in the abolition and women's rights
movements.

American Sniper:
Kyle, Chris
6.3
The Autobiography
of the Most Lethal
Sniper in U.S.
Military History
From 1999 to 2009, U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle recorded the
most career sniper kills in United States military history. His
fellow American warriors, whom he protected with deadly
precision from rooftops and stealth positions during the Iraq
War, called him "The Legend"; meanwhile, the enemy feared
him so much they named him al-Shaitan ("the devil") and
placed a bounty on his head. Kyle, who was tragically killed in
2013, writes honestly about the pain of war—including the
deaths of two close SEAL teammates—and in moving firstperson passages throughout, his wife, Taya, speaks openly
about the strains of war on their family, as well as on Chris.
Gripping and unforgettable, Kyle's masterful account of his
extraordinary battlefield experiences ranks as one of the great
war memoirs of all time.
Magyk
Sage, Angie
6.0
Septimus Heap, the seventh son of the seventh son,
disappears the night he is born, pronounced dead by the
midwife. That same night, the baby's father, Silas Heap, comes
across an abandoned child in the snow—a newborn girl with
violet eyes. Who is this mysterious baby girl, and what really
happened to the Heaps' beloved son Septimus?
The first book in this enthralling series by Angie Sage leads
readers on a fantastic journey filled with quirky characters and
Magykal charms, potions, and spells. Magyk is the original
story of lost and rediscovered identities, rich with humor and
heart.

Flyte
Sage, Angie
6.0
It's been a year since Septimus Heap discovered his real family
and true calling to be a wizard. As Apprentice to ExtraOrdinary
Wizard Marcia Overstrand, he is learning the fine arts of
Conjurations, Charms, and other Magyk, while Jenna is
adapting to life as the Princess and enjoying the freedom of
the Castle.
But there is something sinister at work. Marcia is constantly
trailed by a menacing Darke Shadow, and Septimus's brother
Simon seems bent on a revenge no one understands. Why is
the Darke Magyk still lingering?
Bringing fantasy to new heights, Angie Sage continues the
journey of Septimus Heap with her trademark humor and all
of the clever details readers have come to love.
Wildwood
Meloy, Colin
6.3
In Wildwood, Prue and her friend Curtis uncover a secret
world in the midst of violent upheaval—a world full of warring
creatures, peaceable mystics, and powerful figures with the
darkest intentions. And what begins as a rescue mission
becomes something much greater as the two friends find
themselves entwined in a struggle for the very freedom of this
wilderness. A wilderness the locals call Wildwood.
Wildwood captivates readers with the wonder and thrill of a
secret world within the landscape of a modern city. It feels at
once firmly steeped in the classics of children's literature and
completely fresh at the same time. The story is told from
multiple points of view, and the book features more than
eighty illustrations, including six in full-color.

All the Light We
Doerr, Anthony
6.2
Cannot See
Marie-Laure lives with her father in Paris near the Museum of
Natural History, where he works as the master of its
thousands of locks. When she is six, Marie-Laure goes blind
and her father builds a perfect miniature of their
neighborhood so she can memorize it by touch and navigate
her way home. When she is twelve, the Nazis occupy Paris and
father and daughter flee to the walled citadel of Saint-Malo,
where Marie-Laure’s reclusive great-uncle lives in a tall house
by the sea. With them they carry what might be the museum’s
most valuable and dangerous jewel.
In a mining town in Germany, the orphan Werner grows up
with his younger sister, enchanted by a crude radio they find.
Werner becomes an expert at building and fixing these crucial
new instruments, a talent that wins him a place at a brutal
academy for Hitler Youth, then a special assignment to track
the resistance. More and more aware of the human cost of his
intelligence, Werner travels through the heart of the war and,
finally, into Saint-Malo, where his story and Marie-Laure’s
converge.
Edge of Nowhere
Smelcer, John
6.5
Sixteen-year-old Seth and his dog fall off his father's
commercial fishing boat in Prince William Sound. They struggle
to survive off land and sea as they work their way home from
island to island in a three-month journey. The isolation allows
Seth to understand his father's love, accept his Native Alaskan
heritage, and accept his grief over his mother's death.

Thunder Dog: The
Hingson, Michael
6.7
True Story of a
Blind Man, His
Guide Dog, and the
Triumph of Trust at
Ground Zero
Every moment in Michael HingsonÆs and RoselleÆs lives
seemed to lead up to this day. When one of four hijacked
planes flew into the World Trade CenterÆs north tower on
September 11, 2001, Michael Hingson, a district sales manager
for a data protection and network security systems company,
was sitting down for a meeting. His guide dog, Roselle, was at
his feet. Paired for twenty-one months, man and dog spent
that time forging a bond of trust, much like police partners
who trust their lives to each other.
Michael couldnÆt see a thing, but he could hear the sounds of
shattering glass, falling debris, and terrified people flooding
around him and Roselle. However, Roselle sat calmly beside
him. In that moment, Michael chose to trust RoselleÆs
judgment and not to panic. They were a team.

The End of Your
Schwalbe, Will
6.8
Life Book Club
"What are you reading?"
That's the question Will Schwalbe asks his mother, Mary Anne,
as they sit in the waiting room of the Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center. In 2007, Mary Anne returned from a
humanitarian trip to Pakistan and Afghanistan suffering from
what her doctors believed was a rare type of hepatitis.
Months later she was diagnosed with a form of advanced
pancreatic cancer, which is almost always fatal, often in six
months or less.
This is the inspiring true story of a son and his mother, who
start a "book club" that brings them together as her life comes
to a close. Over the next two years, Will and Mary Anne carry
on conversations that are both wide-ranging and deeply
personal, prompted by an eclectic array of books and a shared
passion for reading. Their list jumps from classic to popular,
from poetry to mysteries, from fantastic to spiritual. The
issues they discuss include questions of faith and courage as
well as everyday topics such as expressing gratitude and
learning to listen. Throughout, they are constantly reminded
of the power of books to comfort us, astonish us, teach us,
and tell us what we need to do with our lives and in the world.
Reading isn't the opposite of doing; it's the opposite of dying.
Will and Mary Anne share their hopes and concerns with each
other—and rediscover their lives—through their favorite
books. When they read, they aren't a sick person and a well
person, but a mother and a son taking a journey together. The
result is a profoundly moving tale of loss that is also a joyful,
and often humorous, celebration of life: Will's love letter to his
mother, and theirs to the printed page.
The Lost Symbol
Brown, Dan
6.7
Famed Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon answers an
unexpected summons to appear at the U.S. Capitol Building.
His plans are interrupted when a disturbing object—artfully
encoded with five symbols—is discovered in the building.
Langdon recognizes in the find an ancient invitation into a lost
world of esoteric, potentially dangerous wisdom.
When his mentor Peter Solomon—a long-standing Mason and
beloved philanthropist—is kidnapped, Langdon realizes that
the only way to save Solomon is to accept the mystical
invitation and plunge headlong into a clandestine world of
Masonic secrets, hidden history, and one inconceivable truth .
. . all under the watchful eye of Dan Brown's most terrifying
villain to date. Set within the hidden chambers, tunnels, and
temples of Washington, D.C., The Lost Symbol is an intelligent,
lightning-paced story with surprises at every turn—one of
Brown's most riveting novels.

The Iron Knight
Kagawa, Julie
6.0
To cold faery prince Ash, love was a weakness for mortals and
fools. Then Meghan Chase—a half human, half fey slip of a
girl—smashed through his barricades, binding him to her
irrevocably with his oath to be her knight.
Meghan is now the Iron Queen, ruler of a realm where no
Winter or Summer fey can survive and with the unwelcome
company of his archrival, Summer Court prankster Puck, and
the infuriating cait sith Grimalkin, Ash begins a quest to find a
way to honor his vow to stand by Meghan's side.
To survive in the Iron Realm, Ash must have a soul and a
mortal body. But the tests he must face to earn these things
are impossible. And along the way Ash learns something that
changes everything. A truth that challenges his darkest beliefs
and shows him that sometimes it takes more than courage to
make the ultimate sacrifice.
Sycamore Row
Grisham, John
6.2
Seth Hubbard is a wealthy man dying of lung cancer. He trusts
no one. Before he hangs himself from a sycamore tree,
Hubbard leaves a new, handwritten will. It is an act that drags
his adult children, his black maid, and Jake into a conflict as
riveting and dramatic as the murder trial that made Brigance
one of Ford County's most notorious citizens, just three years
earlier. The second will raises many more questions than it
answers. Why would Hubbard leave nearly all of his fortune to
his maid? Had chemotherapy and painkillers affected his
ability to think clearly? And what does it all have to do with a
piece of land once known as Sycamore Row?

Eva
Dickinson, Peter
6.3
THIRTEEN-YEAR OLD EVA wakes up in the hospital unable to
remember anything since the picnic on the beach. Her mother
leans over the bed and begins to explain. A traffic accident, a
long coma . . .
But there is something, Eva senses, that she's not being told.
There is a price she must pay to be alive at all. What have they
done, with their amazing medical techniques, to save her?

Seraphina
Hartman, Rachel
6.0
In the kingdom of Goredd, dragons and humans live and work
side by side – while below the surface, tensions and hostility
simmer.
The newest member of the royal court, a uniquely gifted
musician named Seraphina, holds a deep secret of her own.
One that she guards with all of her being.
When a member of the royal family is brutally murdered,
Seraphina is drawn into the investigation alongside the
dangerously perceptive—and dashing—Prince Lucien. But as
the two uncover a sinister plot to destroy the wavering peace
of the kingdom, Seraphina's struggle to protect her secret
becomes increasingly difficult... while its discovery could mean
her very life.

Pride and
Hockensmith,
6.3
Prejudice and
Steve
Zombies:
Dreadfully Ever
After
When we last saw Elizabeth Bennet and Fitzwilliam Darcy—at
the end of the New York Times best seller Pride and Prejudice
and Zombies—they were preparing for a lifetime of wedded
bliss. Yet the honeymoon has barely begun when poor Mr.
Darcy is nipped by a rampaging dreadful. Elizabeth knows the
only acceptable course of action is to promptly behead her
husband (and then burn the corpse, just to be safe). But when
she learns of a miracle antidote being developed in London,
she realizes there may be one last chance to save her true
love—and for everyone to live happily ever after.
The Racketeer
Grisham, John
6.3
In the history of the United States, only four active federal
judges have been murdered. Judge Raymond Fawcett has just
become number five. His body is found in his remote lakeside
cabin. There is no sign of forced entry or struggle. Just two
dead bodies: Judge Fawcett and his young secretary. And one
large, state-of-the-art, extremely secure safe, opened and
emptied.
One man, a former attorney, knows who killed Judge Fawcett,
and why. But that man, Malcolm Bannister, is currently
residing in the Federal Prison Camp near Frostburg, Maryland.
Though serving time, Malcolm has an ace up his sleeve. He has
information the FBI would love to know. Malcolm would love
to tell them. But everything has a price—and the man known
as the Racketeer wasn't born yesterday.

The Aviator's Wife Benjamin, Melanie 6.5
When Anne Morrow, a shy college senior with hidden literary
aspirations, travels to Mexico City to spend Christmas with her
family, she meets Colonel Charles Lindbergh, fresh off his
celebrated 1927 solo flight across the Atlantic. Enthralled by
Charles's assurance and fame, Anne is certain the aviator has
scarcely noticed her. But she is wrong. Charles sees in Anne a
kindred spirit, a fellow adventurer, and her world will be
changed forever. The two marry in a headline-making
wedding. In the years that follow, Anne becomes the first
licensed female glider pilot in the United States. But despite
this and other major achievements, she is viewed merely as
the aviator's wife. The fairy-tale life she once longed for will
bring heartbreak and hardships, ultimately pushing her to
reconcile her need for love and her desire for independence,
and to embrace, at last, life's infinite possibilities for change
and happiness.
The Terrible Thing Boyne, John
6.2
That Happened to
Barnaby Brocket
Barnaby Brocket is an ordinary 8-year-old boy in most ways,
but he was born different in one important way: he floats.
Unlike everyone else, Barnaby does not obey the law of
gravity. His parents, who have a horror of being noticed, want
desperately for Barnaby to be normal, but he can't help who
he is. And when the unthinkable happens, Barnaby finds
himself on a journey that takes him all over the world. From
Brazil to New York, Canada to Ireland, and even to space, the
floating boy meets all sorts of different people--and discovers
who he really is along the way.
This whimsical novel will delight middle graders, and make
readers of all ages question the meaning of normal.

The Guernsey
Shaffer, Mary Ann 6.1
Literary and Potato
Peel Pie Society
"I wonder how the book got to Guernsey? Perhaps there is
some sort of secret homing instinct in books that brings them
to their perfect readers." January 1946: London is emerging
from the shadow of the Second World War, and writer Juliet
Ashton is looking for her next book subject. Who could
imagine that she would find it in a letter from a man she's
never met, a native of the island of Guernsey, who has come
across her name written inside a book by Charles Lamb. . . .
As Juliet and her new correspondent exchange letters, Juliet is
drawn into the world of this man and his friends—and what a
wonderfully eccentric world it is. The Guernsey Literary and
Potato Peel Pie Society—born as a spur-of-the-moment alibi
when its members were discovered breaking curfew by the
Germans occupying their island—boasts a charming, funny,
deeply human cast of characters, from pig farmers to
phrenologists, literature lovers all.
Juliet begins a remarkable correspondence with the society's
members, learning about their island, their taste in books, and
the impact the recent German occupation has had on their
lives. Captivated by their stories, she sets sail for Guernsey,
and what she finds will change her forever.
Written with warmth and humor as a series of letters, this
novel is a celebration of the written word in all its guises and
of finding connection in the most surprising ways.
The Alchemyst
Scott, Michael
6.4
The truth: Nicholas Flamel's tomb is empty.
The legend: Nicholas Flamel lives.
Nicholas Flamel is the greatest Alchemyst to ever live. The
records show that he died in 1418, but what if he's actually
been making the elixir of life for centuries?
The secrets to eternal life are hidden within the book he
protects—the Book of Abraham the Mage. It's the most
powerful book that has ever existed, and in the wrong hands,
it will destroy the world. And that's exactly what Dr. John Dee
plans to do when he steals it.
There is one hope. If the prophecy is true, Sophie and Josh
Newman have the power to save everyone. Now they just
have to learn to use it.

Artemis Fowl: The Colfer, Eoin
6.2
Atlantis Complex
Artemis has committed his entire fortune to a project he
believes will save the planet and its inhabitants, both human
and fairy. Can it be true? Has goodness taken hold of the
world's greatest teenage criminal mastermind? Captain Holly
Short is unconvinced, and discovers that Artemis is suffering
from Atlantis Complex, a psychosis common among guiltridden fairies - not humans - and most likely triggered by
Artemis's dabbling with fairy magic. Symptoms include
obsessive-compulsive behavior, paranoia, multiple personality
disorder and, in extreme cases, embarrassing professions of
love to a certain feisty LEPrecon fairy

The Hobbit, or,
Tolkien, J.R.R.
6.6
There and Back
Again
A great modern classic and the prelude to THE LORD OF THE
RINGS
Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable,
unambitious life, rarely traveling any farther than his pantry or
cellar. But his contentment is disturbed when the wizard
Gandalf and a company of dwarves arrive on his doorstep one
day to whisk him away on an adventure. They have launched a
plot to raid the treasure hoard guarded by Smaug the
Magnificent, a large and very dangerous dragon. Bilbo
reluctantly joins their quest, unaware that on his journey to
the Lonely Mountain he will encounter both a magic ring and a
frightening creature known as Gollum.

Wild: From Lost to Strayed, Cheryl
6.5
Found on the
Pacific Crest Trail
At twenty-two, Cheryl Strayed thought she had lost
everything. In the wake of her mother's death, her family
scattered and her own marriage was soon destroyed. Four
years later, with nothing more to lose, she made the most
impulsive decision of her life. With no experience or training,
driven only by blind will, she would hike more than a thousand
miles of the Pacific Crest Trail from the Mojave Desert through
California and Oregon to Washington State—and she would
do it alone. Told with suspense and style, sparkling with
warmth and humor, Wild powerfully captures the terrors and
pleasures of one young woman forging ahead against all odds
on a journey that maddened, strengthened, and ultimately
healed her.
Beautiful Boy: A
Sheff, David
6.5
Father's Journey
Through His Son's
Addiction
What had happened to my beautiful boy? To our family? What
did I do wrong? Those are the wrenching questions that
haunted David Sheff's journey through his son Nic's addiction
to drugs and tentative steps toward recovery. Before Nic
became addicted to crystal meth, he was a charming boy,
joyous and funny, a varsity athlete and honor student adored
by his two younger siblings. After meth, he was a trembling
wraith who lied, stole, and lived on the streets. David Sheff
traces the first warning signs: the denial, the three a.m. phone
calls—is it Nic? the police? the hospital? His preoccupation
with Nic became an addiction in itself. But as a journalist, he
instinctively researched every treatment that might save his
son. And he refused to give up on Nic.

Swamplandia!
Russell, Karen
6.3
Thirteen-year-old Ava Bigtree has lived her entire life at
Swamplandia!, her family's island home and gator-wrestling
theme park in the Florida Everglades. But when illness fells
Ava's mother, the park's indomitable headliner, the family is
plunged into chaos; her father withdraws, her sister falls in
love with a spooky character known as the Dredgeman, and
her brilliant big brother, Kiwi, defects to a rival park called The
World of Darkness.
As Ava sets out on a mission through the magical swamps to
save them all, we are drawn into a lush and bravely imagined
debut that takes us to the shimmering edge of reality.

Dark Places
Flynn, Gillian
6.1
Libby Day was seven when her mother and two sisters were
murdered in "The Satan Sacrifice of Kinnakee, Kansas." She
survived—and famously testified that her fifteen-year-old
brother, Ben, was the killer. Twenty-five years later, the Kill
Club—a secret society obsessed with notorious crimes—
locates Libby and pumps her for details. They hope to discover
proof that may free Ben.
Libby hopes to turn a profit off her tragic history: She'll
reconnect with the players from that night and report her
findings to the club—for a fee. As Libby's search takes her
from shabby Missouri strip clubs to abandoned Oklahoma
tourist towns, the unimaginable truth emerges, and Libby
finds herself right back where she started—on the run from a
killer.

The Borrowers
Norton, Mary
6.4
Afield
Driven from their home in the big house, Pod, Homily, and
Arrietty take up life in a boot.

The Black Stallion
Farley, Walter
6.1
Returns
In this, the second book in the series, the heart-stopping
adventures of the Black Stallion continue as Alec discovers
that two men are after the Black. One claims to be the Black's
rightful owner and one is trying to kill the beautiful steed. An
Arab chieftain proves his ownership of the Black and takes him
away, but Alec is determined to find his horse again. Following
the pair to Arabia, Alec encounters great evil and intrigue, as
only a horse as spectacular as the Black could inspire.

The Borrowers
Norton, Mary
6.0
Afloat
Uprooted once again, the little people journey down a drain,
live briefly in a teakettle, and are swept away in a flood. "As
irresistible as its predecessors."—Booklist

The Night Circus
Morgenstern, Erin 6.5
The circus arrives without warning. No announcements
precede it. It is simply there, when yesterday it was not.
Within the black-and-white striped canvas tents is an utterly
unique experience full of breathtaking amazements. It is called
Le Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night.
But behind the scenes, a fierce competition is underway: a
duel between two young magicians, Celia and Marco, who
have been trained since childhood expressly for this purpose
by their mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst to them both,
this is a game in which only one can be left standing. Despite
the high stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble headfirst into
love, setting off a domino effect of dangerous consequences,
and leaving the lives of everyone, from the performers to the
patrons, hanging in the balance.

Ready Player One
Cline, Ernest
6.7
In the year 2045, reality is an ugly place. The only time
teenage Wade Watts really feels alive is when he's jacked into
the virtual utopia known as the OASIS. Wade's devoted his life
to studying the puzzles hidden within this world's digital
confines—puzzles that are based on their creator's obsession
with the pop culture of decades past and that promise
massive power and fortune to whoever can unlock them.
But when Wade stumbles upon the first clue, he finds himself
beset by players willing to kill to take this ultimate prize. The
race is on, and if Wade's going to survive, he'll have to win—
and confront the real world he's always been so desperate to
escape.

The Girl with the
Larsson, Stieg
6.5
Dragon Tattoo
Harriet Vanger, a scion of one of Sweden's wealthiest families
disappeared over forty years ago. All these years later, her
aged uncle continues to seek the truth. He hires Mikael
Blomkvist, a crusading journalist recently trapped by a libel
conviction, to investigate. He is aided by the pierced and
tattooed punk prodigy Lisbeth Salander. Together they tap
into a vein of unfathomable iniquity and astonishing
corruption.

